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collection of node.js HTTP request handlers
for http2 server. [![build status]( Installation
------------ Just use npm: $ npm install sailhc
Usage ----- ```js var http2 = require('http2');
var sailhc = require('sailhc');
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http2.createServer(function(request,
response) { // Process the request. // Do
something with request.url, request.method,
etc... response.writeHead(200, { 'contenttype': 'text/plain' }); response.end('Hello
World! '); }).listen(8000);
sailhc.createServer(8000, { '/': { request:
http2.METHOD_POST, response:
http2.METHOD_GET,
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manage value in TextBox and TextBlock? I
have a form with some controls like Label,
TextBox, TextBlock etc. In these controls, I
have an action like 'Hide' and action 'Show'.
I need to manage the values in these
controls, so I setted an integer value in
property INVISIBLE for these controls that
will be managed. In other words, If I want to
show a control, I send the int value (0) to set
the value to visible property. If I want to
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hide a control, I send the int value (1) to set
the value to invisible property. How I can
get these value in the code behind from the
XAML? A: This is very broad and I don't
believe there is a "silver bullet" way of doing
it. I'm going to assume that you don't want
the TextBlock to render but still interact with
the text like a TextBox. If you do want to put
data in the TextBlock and then render them
then there is a built in Tag property that you
can use to put the text that is also of type
TextBlock (I've written a library to make this
easier called MS Fluent). The Tag property is
a string, so you can pass a Boolean and it
will be true or false If you want to get the
value out of the TextBlock from the code
behind, you can iterate through the Control
tree and examine the TextBlock. It would be
like this (untested): 6d1f23a050
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